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Burn-up calculations based on the continuous energy Monte Carlo method

became possible by development of MVP-BURN. To confirm the reliably of MVP-

BURN, it was applied to the two numerical benchmark problems; cell burn-up

calculations for High Conversion LWR lattice and BWR lattice with burnable poison

rods. Major burn-up parameters have shown good agreements with the results obtained

by a deterministic code (SRAC95). Furthermore, spent fuel composition calculated by

MVP-BURN was compared with measured one. Atomic number densities of major

actinides at 34GWd/t could be predicted within 10% accuracy.

1. Introduction

The continuous energy Monte Carlo method is the most reliable method to solve

neutron transport problems because of its precise geometrical modeling and continuous energy

treatment. Recent progress of supercomputers makes it possible to apply this method to some

burn-up problems. In spite of still expensive computation costs, the Monte Carlo method is

very useful for the special burn-up problems in which we have few calculation experiences or

the problems which are difficult to be treated by conventional deterministic neutron transport

codes. They are, for example, investigations of rim burn-up effects or plutonium spot effects

in a fuel pellet, developments of new burnable poisoned fuel, analysis of irradiated material

in a three-dimensional heterogeneous capsule in a research reactor, and so on.
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2. Outline of MVP-BURN

A continuous energy Monte Carlo code MVP1} employs a fast computational algorithm

suitable for recent vector and/or parallel computers. The speed-up factor of ten or more is

realized on such supercomputers as compared with other scalar Monte Carlo codes. Therefore,

MVP can reduce much computation time required for the repeated use of a Monte Carlo code

at many burn-up time-steps. In order to apply it to burn-up calculation problems, we have

developed the MVP-BURN code2) by implementing an auxiliary code which has a function

to calculate buildup and decay of nuclides in irradiated materials (depletion calculation).

By using the continuous energy Monte Carlo code, microscopic reaction rates of all

nuclides are obtained. Since the depletion calculation is possible if the microscopic reaction

rates are given, the coupling of a Monte Carlo code and a depletion calculation code is

realized only by implementing an interface program between them. The auxiliary code has

the functions of the depletion calculation, file management, and interface with MVP. A

whole burn-up calculation is performed by executing alternately these codes.

3. Benchmark for High Conversion Light Water Reactor Lattice

MVP-BURN was first applied to the numerical benchmark problem on the cell burn-up

calculation for a High Conversion Light Water Reactor (HCLWR) lattice3'. The lattice geometry

is shown in Fig. 1. It is characterized by the hexagonal lattice with a tight rod-to-rod pitch of

PuO2-UO2 fuel rods. The moderator-to-fuel volume ratio is about half as compared with

current PWRs. As neutron absorption rate is dominant in resonance energy region, accurate

data and method are required for the calculation of effective resonance absorptions. In the

international benchmark comparison held in 1988, large differences were observed among

submitted solutions for the burn-up changes of infinite neutron multiplication factor k^ and

conversion ratio3). This is the reason why we choose this problem as a first trial of MVP-BURN.

The statistical errors of the microscopic reaction rates obtained by MVP are not

reflected in the depletion calculation. Therefore, the statistical errors in each burn-up step are

not reliable because propagation of the errors along burn-up time-steps are not considered.

To investigate the effects of neutron history and initial random seed number, we carried out

the burn-up calculations for the HCLWR benchmark in the following six conditions:
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case 1 ; number of neutron histories = 300000 = 5000 particles x 60 batches (plus initial

10 batches skipped from tally),

case 2 ; number of neutron histories is the same as the case 1, but initial random seed

number is different,

case 3 ; number of neutron histories = 45000 = 1000 particles x 45 batches (plus 5 initial

batches skipped from tally),

case 4 ; number of neutron histories is the same as the case 3, but initial random seed

number is different,

case 5 ; number of neutron histories = 2000 =100 particles x 20 batches (plus 5 initial

batches skipped from tally),

case 6 ; number of neutron histories is the same as the case 5, but initial random seed

number is different.

Here, we define a mean value of k^ and its uncertainty from the results of several executions

of MVP-BURN as fallowings:

tr-lt \

CD

where

i = case identification of several MVP-BURN executions,

/„ = /zth burn-up step,

c2= variance obtained by MVP in each burn-up step without consideration for propagation

of statistical errors.

The calculated k^s for the above six cases are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig.3 (a), (b). In

both of the case 1 and case 2, the statistical errors of k^s at every burn-up step are sufficiently

small (o<0.1%) and the effect of different initial random seed numbers is hardly observed.

Therefore, the mean value of k^s obtained from the case 1 and case 2 can be regarded as a

good reference value for other cases. Figure 3 (c) shows the ratio of the mean value of k«,s

from case 3 and case 4 to the reference value. The ratio of the individual k^ to the reference

value are also shown in the same figure. The similar ratios for the case 5 and case 6 are

shown in Fig. 3 (d). From these figures, it is observed that the mean values k,^,,) almost

agree with the reference value within the mean uncertainties c(tn), even when number of
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neutron histories is very small like the case 5 and case 6. Thus we can obtain the most

reliable burn-up calculation results and their uncertainties from two or more executions of

MVP-BURN. This way is more practical rather than the trial-and-error one by changing

number of neutron histories until expecting calculation accuracy is obtained. An inverse of

neutron histories is used instead of rf(tn) in Eq. (2), for the averaging of the parameters that

the standard deviations are not calculated like an atomic number density of depleting nuclide.

The burn-up changes of the k^s and instantaneous conversion ratios obtained by

MVP-BURN and our deterministic code SRAC954) are compared in Fig.4. The libraries of

both codes are based on the JENDL-3.2 file5). The conversion ratio is defined as the ratio of

the total absorption rate of fissile nuclides (U-235, Pu-239, Pu-241) to the total capture rate

of fertile ones (U-238.U-240). The values by MVP-BURN are the previously mentioned

mean ones from the case 1 and case 2. The maximum differences between the MVP-BURN

and SRAC95 results are 0.27±0.07% for k,, at 25GWd/t and O.53±O.18% for conversion ratio

at 30GWd/t. Such small differences have been often observed in our experiences of comparisons

between MVP and SRAC95 results. Indeed, the differences of k^ and conversion ratio at zero

burn-up state are 0.23±0.06% and 0.34±0.16%, respectively. The atomic number densities of

plutonium isotopes calculated by both codes agree well within 1% except Pu-238 (3%) at the

end of burn-up (50GWd/t). Thus, satisfactory agreement was confirmed between MVP-BURN

and SRAC95 calculations for major burn-up parameters of the HCLWR lattice.

4. Benchmark for BWR lattice with burnable poisoned rods

As the next step, MVP-BURN was applied to the numerical burn-up benchmark

problem for a BWR fuel assembly with adjacent poisoned fuel rods6) to confirm its applicability

to the problems with strong heterogeniety. Figure 5 shows the lattice geometry. The results of

MVP-BURN were compared with those obtained by SRAC95and also with other ten solutions6)

submitted for international comparison. In both of the calculations by MVP-BURN and

SRAC95, a poisoned fuel pellet was divided into eight annular depleting zones to consider

the change of spacial shielding effect of Gd2O3 during bum-up period, while other unpoisoned

fuel pellets were not divided. As the changes of microscopic absorption rates of gadolinium

nuclides through burn-up are so rapid, small intervals of burn-up step are required. The

intervals 0.25GWd/t up to 8.0GWd/t and 0.5GWd/t thereafter were used for both codes. In

the MVP-BURN calculation, a large number of neutron histories (670000) was taken to

achieve a sufficiently accurate k*, (lc=0.08%) in each burn-up step. It took about 27

minutes of computation time per burn-up step on FACOM VPP-500 computer (single CPU
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calculation).

Major calculated results are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The maximum (and average)

differences between the MVP-BURN and SRAC95 results are 0.85 (0.24)% on k^, 1.2

(0.56)% on power density of the unpoisoned fuel rod (No.4 pin), and 3.2 (2.4)% on that of

the poisoned rod. As the maximum differences are almost comparable to those at the zero

burn-up state (e.g. 0.81% on k^), they are mainly caused by inaccuracy of the SRAC95

calculation. However, general burn-up characteristics of both codes are similar in comparison

with other solutions.

Figure 8 shows the burn-up change of k^ for the case of poor neutron histories

(=2000=100*20batches). The solid line in the figure is a fitted curve by the 3rd order

polynomial expression based on the least squares method. It is surprising that general behavior

of k^s is well predicted by only 2000 neutron histories also in the strongly heterogeneous

lattice. The individual value of the k^ lies around the reference value within about 2a. The

Monte Carlo burnup calculation was stable beyond our expectations.

5. Analysis of Spent Fuel Composition

In the last step, a burn-up analysis was carried out by MVP-BURN for the sample

fuel irradiated in a PWR (Mihama-3), in order to evaluate the calculation accuracy for

realistic spent fuel compositions. The destructive analyses of nuclides of uranium, transuranium,

and fission products were performed for 10 samples of spent fuels at JAERI7). The calculation

was carried out for the most irradiated sample whose burn-up is 34.1 GWd/t, using an infinite

unit cell model and the MVP library based on JENDL-3.2. The burn-up history used in the

calculation is shown in Fig.9, which is simplified on the basis of an actual burn-up history.

Figure 10 shows the C/E values for the atomic number densities of major actinides

and three fission products (Nd-143, Nd-145, Eu-154). For other measured fission products

(FPs), comparison was not done because they were treated as lumped FPs in the calculation.

The line connecting C/E values in Fig. 10 means the main production path of each actinide.

The discrepancy of about 10% is acceptable here, if we consider the inaccurate models for

the simplified burn-up history and the infinite unit cell treatment. However, it is obvious that

the atomic number densities of Np-237, Pu-238, Am-242m and Cm-244 are largely

underestimated. Except for Am-242m, similar result was obtained by other two deterministic

codes8) (SRAC, SWAT9') with the library based on JENDL-3.2, although their methods of

depletion calculation and burn-up chain models are quite different from each other. If we rely

on the experimental values for these nuclides, the discrepancies are attributed to the following
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possibilities :

1. The smaller productions of Np-237 and the successive Pu-238 are due to the underestimate

for the capture cross section of U-236 in JENDL-3.2. (U-237 is not treated in the

burn-up chain model because of too short decay half-time).

2. The smaller production of Am-242m is due to the underestimate for the branching ratio

from Am-241 to Am-242m. The branching ratio (0.116) used in the calculation is

taken from ENDF/B-V, because it is not evaluated in JENDL-3.2. As the production of

Am-242m is proportional to the branching ratio, the C/E value of Am-242m can be

drastically improved by changing it to the value around 0.19. Under the present

situation, there is no reliable value, and most of burn-up calculation codes use their

own one (between 0.1 and 0.2).

3. The smaller production of Cm-244 is due to the underestimate for the capture cross

section of Am-243 and/or the overestimate for the capture cross section of Cm-244 in

JENDL-3.2.

We need more experimental data for further investigation. In spite of the large

discrepancies for the atomic number densities of the above four nuclides, they don't affect to

the integrated burn-up parameters like neutron multiplication factor or power distribution,

because the fractional absorption rate of all the discrepant nuclides are negligibly small (less

than 10'4% in this study) even at the end of burn-up. Therefore MVP-BURN can estimate

major burn-up parameters accurately as shown in the previous benchmark calculations.

However, the discrepancies may not negligible in the special bum-up analysis for the estimation

of radio-toxicity or transmutation of condensed minor actinides. Further investigation is

necessary for the nuclear data of U-236, Am-243 and Cm-244, and the branching ratio from

Am-241 to Am-242.

6. Conclusions

Burn-up calculations became possible based on the continuous energy Monte Carlo

method by the development of MVP-BURN code. From the results of numerical benchmark

comparisons, it was confirmed that MVP-BURN can well predict major burn-up parameters

like neutron multiplication factor, conversion ratio, power distribution, and so on.

To evaluate the expected accuracy for more realistic problems, atomic number densities

of actinides calculated by MVP-BURN were compared with measured ones. It was found

that most of nuclides composition can be predicted within 10% accuracy but there are large

discrepancies for Np-237, Pu-238, Am-242m and Cm-244, although their effects to integrated
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bum-up parameters are negligibly small in usual LWRs.

MVP-BURN was validated in this study, howevere, it shoud be noted that the bum-up

calculation with the continuous energy Monte Carlo method does not always give us really

exact solutions, because depleting zones (usualy corresponding to tally regions) and bum-up

time steps are discretely treated. The accurary of burn-up calculation by any Monte Cairo

codes shoud be discussed with the discrete conditions.
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Fig. 1. Lattice geometry of HCLWR benchmark3'.
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Fig. 2. k^, in HCLWR benchmark calculated by MVP-BURN

(neutron histories=300000). Initial random seed numbers are
different between easel and case2. Mean values are based on

Eq. (1).
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and case6, histories=2000. Reference is mean value of easel and case2 in Fig. 2. Error bar is based on Eq.(2).
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Fig. 4. Comparisons of (a) k^, and (b) instantaneous conversion ratio in HCLWR benchmark. Result of MVP-BURN is mean
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Fig. 6. Comparison of k,*, in BWR lattice benchmark.

The 10 solutions (Ref.6) are plotted only at 11 bum-up points
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Fig. 10. Comparison of atomic number density of each nuclide in spent fuel (34.1GWd.t) between experimental value
and calculated one by MVP-BURN.
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